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Abstract 
Present-day modern Sinhala poetry generation is originated through Sinhala poems in 1970. The prominent issues occurred 

during that era were act as the subject for these poems. Basically, revolt in 1971 and open economic policies in 1977 were highly 

influenced on it. Youth suppression, unemployment, life struggle of laborers, educational inequalities, open economic policies, youth 

abuse and ethnic conflict can be identified as some significant issues during that era. The present study focused on the qualitative 

analysis in occurrence of youth problems which are appeared in Sinhala poetry, the types of youth issues in contemporary era and the 

factors influenced on them. The objective of this article is to study the way of aforesaid factors appear in Sinhala poems in the modern 

era. This also attempts to illustrate poetic techniques used by those poets in their literary point of view. The study on the youth problems 

appeared in modern Sinhala poetry is a literary and sociological research. The “Conflict Theory” which is introduced by Karl Marx was 

used as the major tool. In addition, it directly involves with the fields of sociology, psychology and biology as well.  It is revealed that, 

studies were conducted to identify biological differences, to realize the mental background among youth in their growth Freudian 

psychology was associated respectively. The youth problems were found to be initiated at point where interaction between youth and the 

society. More sensitivity was laid towards the suppressed class in the society by those particular poets when illustrating youth problems 

in their poetry. It is obvious that economy has influenced on youth problems in contemporary era. It can be concluded that the class 

difference and class conflict have been mainly affected on youth problems. Economy has been one of the major factors in making 

differences which was interpreted in poetry written by many poets namely; Monika Ruwanpathirana, Parakkrama Kodithuwakku, 

Buddhadasa Galappaththi, Rathna Sri Wijesinghe and Kumara Hettiarachchi during the 1970-2000 period. Amongst them, poems 

written by Kumara Hettiarachchi exhibit highest aesthetic value. 
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1.0 Introduction 

The investigation of youth problems which are appeared in modern Sinhala poetry written during 

1970-2000 year period was carried out. In this regard, mainly framed problems were the types of youth 

problems appeared in the contemporary era, the factors influence on them and how these problems are 

illustrated in poetry etc. Sinhala poems written from 1970 to 2000 were analyzed in this study with 

respect to the nature of youth problems occurred in poetry. Youth problems during that era were 

identified as youth suppression, unemployment, and reality of life in labor class, educational inequalities, 

class inequalities, open economy policies, youth abuse and ethnic conflict. 

          The newest version of modern poetry generation is originated among modern Sinhala poetry in the 

decade of 1970. Occurrence of Materialistic issues during that period was the main reason for the 

originality. This generation has represented youth problems approximately for five decades. More recent 

social revolutionary factors were youth revolt in 1971 and open economy system in 1977. Not only that 

but also Black July in 1983, youth revolt in 1989 are very significant. On the other hand, ethnic conflict 

lasted for three decades is another issue. While poverty increased in the country, social problems such as 

social injustice, class inequalities, labor exploitation were emerged. Youth expectations were 

disappointed and those were not able to fruitful even through the education they gained. New younger 

generation was emerged as a result of free education but they used to follow revolutionary path as the 

politicization was another influential factor during those days.  

In this phenomena youth problems are very important as they are being yet experienced by the 

contemporary society. Those poets are the artists of literary work who expanded their subject scope as a 

mirror. As a responsible artist, it is his duty to make public aware on such issues through his creativity. 

The most important contribution of art is to understand one’s own self and others very sensitively by 
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developing the power of imagination and individual psyches. This ability cannot be inculcated without 

art. [1]  

There are several attempts on sociological and political literary investigations based on youth 

problems. Present social conflict and Youth Peace (2004) and Sustainable Development (2002) by S.T. 

Hettige and Globalization, Social Change  & Youth (1998) by the same author are very important 

publications. Revolutionary Campaigns in Sri Lanka (2002), Political and Social Opinion (2005) by 

Gamini Samaranayake are resourceful issues. Innocence and Revolution of Aggression (1993), Social 

background of modern rebellions in Sri Lanka (2006) and Riots in 71 April (1979) by Victor Ivan is also 

important. Moreover, publications namely, South riot and the future of Sri Lanka (2000), Conflicts, civil 

war and peace (2008) written by Jayadewa Uyangoda and Feminism in Sri Lanka during 1975-85 

decade (2008) written by Kumari Jayawardane play major role in this context. Marxist Essays (2003), 

Marxism and Literary Criticism (2010) written by Prof. Desmond Mallikarachchi has followed a Marxist 

influence in his book. David Resen’s critical article on poetry was   based on youth problems. T.S. Eliot 

and the Lost Youth Modern Poetry (2003) is a quantitative investigation. Among the contemporary poets 

who created there poems based on youth problems, poets like Parakkrama Kodithuwakku, Monika 

Ruwanpathirana, Buddhadasa Galappaththi, Rathna Sri Wijesinghe and Kumara Hettiarachchi can be 

highlighted.  

Hence, the objective of this article is to study the ways and means of interpretation the causes of 

youth problems appeared in contemporary Sinhala Poetry during 1970-2000 period. Secondly, through 

this study it also tries to evaluate the poetic techniques, language, form, symbolism used by poets in their 

literary point of view. 

 

1.1 Literature Survey 

The major youth problems occurred during that era were identified as youth suppression, 

unemployment, and reality of life in labor class, educational inequalities, class inequalities, open 

economy policies, youth abuse and ethnic conflict. The observations collected through the present study, 

following poem which was written by Berty B. Kudahetti, shows how the class inequality interpreted in 

modern Sinhala poetry. As he addressed in this poem, he tried to discuss the inequality in labor class. 

 

Ôj;aùfï whs;sh@ 
l=ig fndcqka@ 
.;g we`ÿï 
b`ÿï ysgqï flda 
lhg iqjh 
riaidjla 

f,vg fí;a flda@ [2]  

 

Further, Kudahetti used this following poem to show the power of high class over the labor class. 

It further mentioned that the asset of high class is this labor class. 

 

fï wymka f,dl= whsfha 
Okm;ska i;= ,dN 
wfma ÿmam;alu hs 

 Tjqka foam< wfma 

 oefjk l=i .skaor hs [2] 
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Meanwhile, Kodithuwakku, as addressed in this poem, it discussed about the war which was last for 

three decades since 1983, and it’s impact on youth. 

 

;%ia;jdofha yeu flakaøhlg u 
 ud ksl=;a fldg we; 
 urKfha yS;,h 

 ukqIH;ajfha wNsudkhg [3] 

Hettiarachchi tried to show the current status of the country which was created due to the revolt in 1971 

the occurrence of revolt happened due to the youth suppression.  

 

f,d,a, jvk ñKs ud,h fn,a, jg T ;d  
 o,a, f.k lld wrgqj imd hqI fnd  ;d 
 ks,a, msks ;nd bk jg i¾mhka T  ;d 

 w,a, f.k mq;d .skshï ;e,a, m<`o  ;d [4] 

Furthermore, Kumara Hettiarachchi addressed the same issue in different manner using different 

perspective through this poem. 

 

l¨ .,a ;,d, hs mdrg  oukafka 
tu .,a mE.s, hs im;a;=  f.fjkafka 
isxyrdchg u. t<s  lrkafka 

iudcjdofha lkao hs  k.skafka [4]   

 

Unemployability was one of youth problems which increases the youth unrest during above mentioned 

era and Kodithuwakku addressed that issue as shown this poem.  

 

.rdchl jdyk hg ksokj    o 
we,l fod,l ie;fmkakg is;kj   o 
ùÈ Èf.a riaidj,a fydhkj    o 

jdre ke;s j .,a mä Wv isákj   o [5]   

 

Moreover, Kudahetti, addressed the same issue in different perspective of youth. 

 

riaidj,a fyõjd uu .Kka  ke;s 
ll=,a fláh f.ú,d nd.hla  ke;s 
ug;a nd, fld,af,da ±ka ysr  f.fk;s 

riaidjla ke;=j ysr fok flfkla  ke;s [6]   

 

During this period due to the situation of the country, the education was invalid. This poem shows that 

fact in the view of youth depression. 

 

  weÿß`ÿks" 
 Tn ÿkak isma Okh 
 Tn u h<s wr.kak 

 ud ms¥ .=re m`vqre ug fokak [7] 

 

This poem discussed inequality in education system which was affected to the youth marriage and it 

discussed the invalidity of the education for major decisions taken in the life. 
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oskd we;s iïudk iy;sl o tl;= fldg 
 rgd meÿrla úhñ uf.a oE;ska Tyqg 
 ljrod fyda osfkl ud fidhd tk Tyqg 

 tmuKls we;af; ug fokak ;s<sKhla fldg [7]   
 

Moreover, Galappaththi addressed the improper of education qualifications that affected to the youth. It 

interpreted the useless of the educated personnel in the current country situation.  

 

 is,am fkdu  o;af;da 
 mjqre mek ch .;af;da 
 fid¢ka isma o;af;da 

 wyi foi fk;a fhdu we;af;da [8] 

 

Rathna Sri Wijesinghe also addressed the same issue yet in more creative manner.  

 

 wcdfkah bial+g¾ ;=rÕ= msg 
 keÕS jd; fõf.ka b.sf,k l,g 
 nod ysñ fojqr biaiS n,k úg 

 jefÜ ± hs lsre< is;=Ks h ìijqkag [9] 

 

While, in following poem which was written by Ven. Ananda thero, shows the female youth youth who 

struggles to live with the minor job. 

 

T;k T;k iqreÜgq ál  úlsKShka 
ÿx fld< l=hs, isrerg úi  fkd ùhka 
uqo,d,sf.a .scq ne,afuka  ñ§hka 

kx.sfh wfma ÿmam;alu  /lShka [10] 

 

In 1977, the introduction of open economy policies highly affected to the society as well as to youth. 

Ruwanpathirana discussed about the labor migration due to open economy policies and its’ effect on 

their families through following poem.  

 

mjqf,a nr wvq lrkak f.oßka msg jkakg fmr 
 u;l o wïfï WU ug weu;=fj fmdä ÿfõ lsh, 
 Ôú;fha m<uq jrg ;ksjqKq l, wE; rgl 

 tys ñksiqka yq`. fofkla u ug lsõfõ ,siS lsh, [11] 

 

Further, in here it discussed about the sexual harassments and youth which was another major problem of 

youth. 

 

WU lsisod fkdÿgq mshd wo fuys weúoska  bka  fka 
 ke; WU Tyqf.a mq;= nj mq;==fka Tyq ms<s.ka  fka 
 WU ueosfldg we;s kvqjg wo wm fomfia bka fka 

 y`ÿkd.kakg j;a mq; Tyq j; foi n,mka  fka [11] 

 

Moreover, these following poems also addressed the same issue in another way. 
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,hsÜ lmk .kÿr tk  k.rhg  
fkdfhla NDx.fhda ßx.;s  fmda,sug 
weú;a ? jevg fma fjk rka l|g 

idÿ idÿ weia ,eìhka  l¿jrg [9] 

 

irej;a lfâ f,a úl=Kk  ifydaoÍ 
iõ lrodis nghg <eu reysre  ÿkS 
ksrej;a nUre ys; jg fldg onr  jqKS 

nUreka wf;a kqU irej;a n÷k  jqKS [4] 

 

 TÉpula fkdfjhs uy;=ks wikq uekd 
 msÉp u,a jvï f., u< mq`vqj Wkd 
 mqIamrd. ñKs fia .u Wkakq  <ud 

 i;a;lska fi¿j fjkafoaisfha oud [4] 

 

2.0 Methodology 

The study on youth problems appeared in Sinhala Poetry is a literary and sociological 

research.The most important theory which can be applied on the study is Conflict Theory of Karl Marx. 

It shows that the Marxist critical method was used in it. The prominent poets were Louis Althusser, 

Antonio Gramsci, Raymond Williams and Terri Eagleton. Nevertheless, as per the Karl Marx described 

in Capital (1952), The Communist Manifesto (1955) are important to discuss the theory of Marxism. Karl 

Marx had a scientific point of view on social expansions. It is accepted that the point of Karl Marx is 

scientific even by those who refused Marxism [12] (Fonseka, 2005: 65). Marxism becomes different 

from ancient philosophical methods as it contains class deviation and socially accredited concepts in it 

[13] (Rodrigo, year not stated: 25). It is believed that those who possess higher income and receive the 

service of working people on wages are known as the capitalists. Those who sell their own human labor 

by working since they do not possess any production or property are known as the proletarian class in the 

society [14] (Publication of communist party, 2002: 40). Pioneers of this working force were the youth. 

In addition, the youth problems are connected with sociology, psychology, and biology. The 

biological differences appear in youth when they grow were studied while mental status of them was 

keenly studied using Sigmund Freud’s Freudian psychology. It is obvious that the youth problems are 

originated when they interact with the society. Sociological and psychological relationship is also plays 

an important role in this regards. Hence, this present study was focused on qualitatively analysis of the 

youth problem facts interpreted in poems written during 1970-2000 period. 

 

3.0 Discussion 

Based on the data, basically aforesaid theories were described according to the Literature, 

Sociology, Political Science, Psychology and Biology. Moreover, the special emphasis on the theory 

based on Marxism was evaluated using the contemporary modern poetry. The study revealed that the 

occurrence of the contemporaneous youth problems is basically influenced by the economy of the 

society. Existence of societal classes and its’ related struggles directly proportionated with occurrence of 

youth problems. Every change happened in society related to the struggles shown in different societal 

classes and it has been showed in theories reveled by both Marx and Engels in their communist 

publication [15] (Mallikarachchi, 2003: 36). Through the youth problems interpretation in poems, the 

poet has showed the more sensitivity towards the labor class than the high class in the society. Amongst 

them some have showed the continence during the writing of poems.  
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  Furthermore, the most sensitivity towards the youth problems have shown by the poets namely, 

Monika Ruwanpathirana and Parakkrama Kodithuwakku. Monika Ruwanpathirana discussed the youth 

problems related to female youth more while Kodithuwakku discussed the problems regarding the youth 

struggle more due to his direct involvement in this regard. Moreover, majority of youth problems based 

poems have been written by the Buddhadasa Galappaththi. Also, the proper and well utilization of 

language and imagery has been shown in the poetry which were written by Rathna Sri Wijesinghe. The 

poetry written by him showed the best creativity and similes. Accordingly, amongst the all the poets who 

have written poems based on youth problems, Kumara Hettiarachchi showed the best aesthetic value in 

his poetry. 

 

4.0 Conclusion 

Thus, the findings of this present study can be concluded that the economy factor has been directly 

influenced in the youth problems and has been interpreted in poetry written by many poets namely; 

Monika Ruwanpathirana, Parakkrama Kodithuwakku, Buddhadasa Galappaththi, Rathna Sri Wijesinghe 

and Kumara Hettiarachchi during the 1970-2000 period. Amongst them, poems written by Kumara 

Hettiarachchi exhibit highest aesthetic value.  
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